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NUSS DELIVERS LUNCH PACKS TO THANK HEALTHCARE WORKERS
26 February 2020 – For the next four weeks, 60 staff from the Accident & Emergency
section of the National University Hospital (NUH) can look forward to a special delivery from
the Food and Beverage team at the National University of Singapore Society (NUSS).
To show its support and appreciation to healthcare workers during the current COVID‐19
outbreak situation in Singapore, NUSS has made arrangement with NUH to offer free lunch
bento packs to the A&E staff at the frontline of the health emergency situation. The halal‐
certified food comprises comfort food such as aglio olio prawn, tandoori chicken and
biryani.
NUSS President Mr Eddie Lee explained: “Our healthcare workers are our unsung heroes in
times like these. We hope that this small gesture will show our appreciation to our
healthcare professionals for their hard work, determination and dedication to care for their
patients.”
The NUSS operates a number of F&B outlets from its three Guild Houses, including one at
Mandalay Road that opened in August 2019. The NUSS Kent Ridge Guild House runs the
highly popular The Scholar restaurant and Cafe on the Ridge which are well‐frequented by
NUSS members as well as NUS faculty staff.

ENDS

ABOUT THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE SOCIETY (NUSS)
NUSS is the foremost graduate club with over 16,000 graduate members from NUS and
other universities. Officially established in 1954, NUSS has undergone several revisions in
name – the University of Malaya Society (1954), the University of Singapore Society (1962)
and finally The National University of Singapore Society (1981), as it is known today.
In promoting the interests of its members and NUS, NUSS continually fosters a lifelong
relationship with NUS and the wider graduate community.

With an extensive network of graduates frequenting its three Guild Houses in Kent Ridge,
Suntec City and Mandalay Road, NUSS endeavours to provide its members with a vast
network of opportunities with fellow graduates and professionals, as well as premium
social, recreational and dining facilities. For more information on NUSS, please visit
www.nuss.org.sg.
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ANNEX 1

Prawn Aglio Olio and smoked salmon with salad are examples of NUSS’ free lunch packs to
NUH A&E staff.

NUH A&E staff gives their keen thumbs up to NUSS’ delivery of free lunch packs.

